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Designed by Heather Sebastian
Like the armour on a crocodile’s back, 
these socks will keep your feet safe!

joey’s house



You will need:
Approximately 400m / 100g of sock/fingering weight yarn.  
Solids or semi-solids are best, anything too variegated will obscure the pattern.
Yarn used in photos is unfortunately no longer available,
Set of 5 - 2.25mm double pointed needles (US size 1)
Darning needle

Gauge: 8 stitches per inch

Size: As written this pattern will fit about Ladies shoe size 7-8.5 or Mens 8-9
Pattern can be made bigger by adding stitches in multiples of 6, and instructions are given 
for doing so throughout.

Abbreviations:
k – knit
p – purl
p2tog – decrease one stitch by purling the next two stitches together.
sl – slip the next stitch purl wise.
ssk – decrease one stitch by slipping one stitch as if to knit, slipping the next stitch as if to 
purl, and then moving both stitches back to the left hand needle.  Knit through the back 
loops of both stitches.
st(s) – stitch(es)

Cuff:
Cast on a multiple of 6 sts. (I used 66 stitches)  Divide as evenly as possible over 4 
needles. Join for knitting in the round, being careful not to twist.
Ribbing: k4, p2 rib for 16 rounds or until desired length is reached. 
Next rnd: p1, k2, *p4, k2*, repeat from * around to last 3 sts, p3.
Repeat this round 3 more times (4 total).
Next rnd: purl.
 
Leg: 
Start Chart A.  Repeat chart as many times as you can for your cast on (66 st cast on = 11 
chart repeats).  Continue knitting until you reach your desired leg length.  Leg in socks 
shown has 5 repeats.  End on Round 11.  Begin heel flap.
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Heel Flap
A traditional heel flap is knit flat over half of the total number of cast on sts.  (33 sts in 
my case, since I cast on 66) In order to maintain the pattern from the leg down the back 
of the heel we may have to fudge that number a bit.  Looking at the pattern on your sock 
leg, we want your heel flap to begin and end with 3 purl sts, (look at the 2nd last round 
you knit, since the last round is all purl) and contain close to the correct number of sts.  
The easiest way to do this is to slip the sts onto or off the ends of Needles 1 and 4 to get 
the configuration needed.  Put all of the heel sts onto one needle now. 
Count the number of sts to be used for your heel flap and write it here: _________. This 
number is A.
I knit my heel flap over 32 sts.
Now we’re going to figure out the numbers you will need to knit your heel flap. Heel flap  
length is traditionally 1/4 of the total amount of your cast on.  
66/4 = 16.5 - round to the nearest whole number - I used 16.
Your cast on # __________ / 4 = _____________.  This number is B.
Finally, figure out the number of sts to start your heel turn: 
Number of heel flap sts (A)___________/2=___________ +1=__________. This number 
is C.
Back to the knitting!
Work heel flap as follows: 
Sl1, k2, continue pattern from leg to last 3 sts, k3.
You will ALWAYS slip the first st, knit the next 2 and knit the last 3 sts in order to get the 
garter st border on your heel.  Don’t forget - while working the wrong side of your heel 
flap the chart symbols are reversed: you will be knitting the purl sts and purling the knit 
sts.  Continue until you have B slip sts down the side of your heel flap.

Heel Turn
Row 1: sl 1, k C, ssk, k1, count the number of unknit sts you have left:__________.  add 
2 = _____________ This number is D. Turn.
Row 2: sl 1, p until you have D sts left unknit, p2tog, p1, turn  
You should now notice a gap between the sts on your needle where you turned.  Knit (or 
purl) until 1 st before that gap.  Make your decrease using the next st and the one after the 
gap. Knit (or purl) one more st, then turn.
Continue in this manner until you have no more sts left to decrease.  You should have 19 
sts left.  Knit 10 sts, then knit the remaining 9 sts onto a new needle.  Using the same 
needle, start the Gusset.
NOTE: if you don’t like heel flap style heels, feel free to insert your preferred heel 
method here.  
Gusset
Slip 1/2 of your remaining heel sts to a new needle.  Using that same needle, pick up and 
knit B stitches down the side of your heel flap in the chain stitches. Knit across Needles 2 



and 3, maintaining stitch pattern.  Pick up and knit B sts up the other side of the heel flap.  
Knit the remaining heel sts.  This is now the beginning of your round. 
Begin gusset decreases:
Rnd 1:  Needle 1: knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1
 Needle 2: knit in pattern
 Needle 3: knit in pattern 
 Needle 4: k1, ssk, knit to end
Round 2: Knit all stitches, maintaining pattern on Needles 2 and 3.
Repeat Rounds 1 and 2 until you have B sts left on Needles 1 and 4.
Continue working in pattern until foot measures 5 cm/2” less than desired length, 
measured from the heel.  End on Rnd 11 of chart.  (I knit 10 repeats total)

Toe:
Count the sts on each needle before you begin your toe decreases.  You may end up with 
one more st on Needles 2 and 3 than on Needles 1 and 4 from keeping the pattern even.  
If this is the case work the decreases as indicated for Needles 2 and 3 only (knit all sts on 
Needles 1 and 4) until you have the same number of sts on each needle.  Then proceed as 
follows:
Rnd 1:  Needle 1: knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1
 Needle 2: k1, ssk, knit to end
 Needle 3: knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1
 Needle 4: k1, ssk, knit to end 
Rnd 2:  Knit
Continue alternating rounds 1 and 2 until there are 8 sts left on each needle (32 total).  
Then continue with decrease rounds only, omitting plain rounds until there are 4 stitches 
on each needle (16 total).  Divide sts evenly over 2 needles so you have 8 st each for top 
of foot and sole.  Cut yarn, leaving a 30cm/8” tail for grafting.  Graft toes shut.

Finishing:
Weave in all ends, give your socks a little steam block.  Not recommended for swamp 
wear.

Questions or comments?  Just drop me a line!

Heather Sebastian
Joey’s House
Email: joeyshouse@golden.net
Blog: www.joeyshouse.wordpress.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/pages/Joeys-House/248286781898716
Twitter: www.twitter.com/#!/JoeysHouse
Ravelry: JoeysHouse

Crocodylia Pattern Copyright 2012 by Heather Sebastian, Joey’s House, Kitchener Ontario 
Canada. This pattern is for personal use only and may not be used to create items to sell.
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